About us and
how we work with clients
KARAKITIS TAX & LAW provides
end-to-end services in tax and business
law matters.
Dr. iuris Alexandros Karakitis, founder
and prime contact of our law firm, has
more than 20 years of experience,
including a long period of client service
as a Big 4 tax and law partner.
We leverage our knowledge and
experience to deliver the clarity needed
so that our clients can operate
confidently in a complex and rapidly
changing environment.

Therefore, our priority is to be
responsive and to provide services
that empower our clients to make
trusted decisions.
Our ambition is to establish anchor
relationships with clients and be
recognized as their trusted advisors.
Our values, integrity, reliability,
empathy and leadership, as well as
our passion for excellence, guide our
day-to-day work and our interactions
with everyone.

Delivering the right
responses to your needs:
Our services in context
We are there for you, whether you need
advice and support with the planning and
implementation of a transaction or you need
assistance and guidance in order to effectively
manage and respond to the domestic regulatory and
tax compliance requirements relevant to your operations. We
also provide tax controversy support and representation in tax or other
administrative law disputes.

Our transaction planning and support
services are designed to assist you
throughout the planning, due diligence,
implementation and post-deal
integration of your next business
transaction, investment or acquisition
in Greece.
With our compliance services, we help
you anticipate, minimize and
effectively manage your transactional
and day-to-day operation risks in order
to protect your assets from value
erosion and successfully address any
relevant regulatory requirements.

Our long experience and deep
expertise in tax controversy, including tax audit management and
running of national and international
remedy procedures, make us the
ideal partner for the optimal handling
of any tax case at any level and stage
of the dispute.
Our service offerings are
supplemented by legal advisory and
litigation services in commercial,
corporate, concession, labor, real
estate and immigration law matters.

Our Services
and Solutions

The following list of services illustrates some
of the solutions that we provide to clients
under each of our service pillars.

Transactional planning
Compliance
Controversy

Transactional planning

Permanent establishment tax risk
exposure -assessment and mitigation
Determining the appropriate entity and
holding structure in view of the
contemplated business operations
Stock option plans - tax treatment for
both the participants and the company
Design of the transfer pricing group
policy, including the design and drafting
of Cost Contribution Agreements
Non-recoverability of receivables and
reduction of the VAT
Availability of special VAT, customs
and excise duty suspension regimes
Benefits and application requirements
of special regimes for intra-group R&D
and other service centers
IP transfer inside/outside Greece: Tax
implications and valuation

Assignment of executives and
technical staff to Greece: Advice on
the tax, employment and immigration
law treatment
Identifying the features of a licensing
vs. service agreement and determining
its corporate and withholding tax
treatment
Treasury activity, including cash-pooling
structure tax advice
Scope and impact of the VAT reverse
charge obligation for VAT-exempt
activities
Applicability of customs and excise
duties
Availability of investment incentives –
scope, eligibility requirements, and
procedure
Tax treatment and regulatory
requirements applicable to Collective
Investment Schemes

Tax treatment of financing, leasing and
financial leasing agreements
Buy-Side or Vendor Tax and Legal Due
Diligence
Acquisition and related financing tax
structuring
Design and drafting of the Family Office
Constitution
Drafting of the transaction
implementation agreements

Business model tax optimization and
tax impact assessment of business
restructurings, including advice on the
tax implications and reporting
obligations for the conversion of the
domestic operation model into the one
of a limited risk distributor, a 3 PL
logistics service, a consignment or
contract manufacturing
Sector specific advice and support,
relating, for example, to real estate,
pharma or oil & gas
Estate and wealth planning

Compliance

Diagnostic tax reviews to identify
areas of tax exposure and recommend
proper remediation measures
Review of the adequacy of the transfer
pricing documentation and of the
alignment of its content with the
relevant requirements
Testing the implementation of
appropriate year-end adjustments for
attaining the targeted transfer pricing
profit margins and ensuring that
appropriate inter-company agreements
are in place
Review of corporate governance
practices in relation to relevant
regulatory requirements

Corporate tax return reviews, including
validation of whether the tax treatment
followed is appropriate and
identification of any reportable
transactions under the mandatory
disclosure directive (MDR)
Value Chain Analysis to ensure
consistency between the transfer
pricing policy followed and the actual
conduct of the group operations
Immigration services for group
executives and golden visa investors
Assistance with the running of regulatory
affair procedures
Running entity dissolution and
liquidation procedures

Controversy

Tax audit support (including evaluation
of the tax auditor’s findings and
recommendation of the appropriate tax
audit defense strategy)
Negotiating Authority Advance Pricing
Arrangements (APA) with the Competent
Authority
Assistance and support in relation to
corporate disputes
Representing clients in criminal
procedures relating to tax matters

Defining the most appropriate route to
effectively resolve a tax dispute relating to
an applicable tax treaty, including initiation
of a Mutual Agreement Procedure (MAP)
with the Competent Authority
Drafting the administrative and court
appeal and representing the client in any
tax dispute throughout the Supreme Court
and the European Court of Justice
procedures related to tax assessments
Drafting the relevant petition and representing
clients in collection enforcement dispute
procedures related to tax assessments

How we charge for our services

Our service fees are calculated by reference to the hourly rates of the team
members involved in the project. The blended hourly fee rate applied depends on
the complexity of each project and its limits are set by the lowest and highest
fixed hourly rates of our lawyers. Every project is actively supervised
by Dr. Alexandros Karakitis, who is in charge of our firm.
When the scope of the project and our expected
involvement is clearly defined upfront, that is, when
there are no changes or variations in the scope of
our work, we can provide a fixed fee estimate
and the precise assumptions under which it
will remain valid.
In case of on call services, we provide a
periodic analysis of the services rendered,
e.g. weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly, depending
on the volume of work.
For recurring services, we may alternatively
provide a monthly retainer combined with a cap
on the hours of work or volume of tasks included.

KARAKITIS TAX & LAW is a law firm located in Athens, Greece. We specialize on tax, administrative and tax
criminal law. Our services are aimed at empowering trusted decisions on transactions, investments, operations
and disputes. With our expertise and enthusiasm we focus on effectively and holistically addressing the
client’s issues and follow through to ensure that the relevant decisions are seamlessly implemented.
For more details about our services, you may contact Alexandros Karakitis at:
+30 210 36 444 88
Alexandros.Karakitis@ktl.gr
www.ktl.gr
our office is located at: 18 Voukourestiou Str., Athens

